The sacrificial rite required a triple confirmation of 33, the highest
satanic order in numbers. The heading of the Obelisk Capstone,
and the Latitude and Longitude of the spot -down to the very
second of 33’’ at 12:30pm within the Hexagram of death.

RITUALISTIC MURDER OF US PRESIDENT JOHN F. KENNEDY
Dallas Texas - November 22, 1963
Pyramid Hexagram of Death atop City grid Obelisk
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The spot of the murder
was an Altar. It became
a depiction of a crucifixion whereby the President was executed –
being almost like a
’christ-figure’ to the
masses. Like Christ, his
ideals & thinking was
not in line with those
that control power &
had to be eliminated.
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This assassination was a religious offering that was planned well in advance to
coincide with a specific 1) day, 2) location
& 3) time. The President was driven up
the shaft of the phallic Obelisk that generated a serge of energy that was released
at the point the ‘victim’ was slaughtered
at the Pyramids’ altar of sacrifice.
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The exact site of the Kill Shot is in φ ratio
to the Obelisk that later would
commemorate the assassination of
Kennedy in bronze plaques. The 13 level
Obelisk mirrors the Dallas city street grid
that has Dealey Plaza as the Capstone.

In the wake of the 50th Year Anniversary of the assassination of President Kennedy, these charts illustrates some hidden never before revealed
aspects of the assassination in terms of number patterns based off of GPS. With the aid of modern GPS coordinates, specific spots on Earth can be
numerically identified down to the seconds of degree. The Murder of US President John F. Kennedy in Dallas Texas on November 22, 1963 was a
luciferian ritualistic had to take place on a certain date, certain hour, certain angle, certain degree heading to achieve its intended goal. This murder
was an act of worship of sacrificially killing of the most powerful man on Earth at the time. It was to take place within the web of the Masters of the
Pyramid ‘capstone’. No mere mortal could have orchestrated these events to be in sync and in precision numerologically. The Pattern involved certain
repeating sacred numbers in heading, seconds, & degrees. In essence, this occultic sacrificial ritual was a type of ‘crucifixion’. His slow drive up the
Obelisk was like Christ carrying His Cross to the spot of His execution. The Dallas city grid Obelisk is a Pyramid of 13 sectioned-off satanic levels of
initiation. The ’Capstone’ is the 14th as in the 14th ‘Station of the Cross’ that culminated in the President’s assassination and ritualistic murder.

